SUSTAINABLE PALM OIL

THREE SUPPLY OPTIONS ARE ALL CERTIFIED BY THE RSPO BUT THEY ARE NOT EQUAL IN SUSTAINABILITY OR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Best Option
- Identify-preserved or segregated CSPO
  - CSPO that is fully traceable, kept separate from uncertified palm oil and meets the RSPO criteria
- 100% SUSTAINABLE
  - Companies should aim for this physical supply chain option

Interim Option
- Mass balance CSPO
  - The supply chain handles a mix of CSPO and uncertified palm oil but does not keep them separate
- A temporary solution when the best is not available

Minimum Option
- Book & claim / GreenPalm
  - Untraced palm oil with a trading scheme to support equivalent certified sustainable production
- The minimum when the other two options are not available

RSPO
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil

The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil is a multistakeholder, not-for-profit association that promotes sustainable palm oil products through credible standards.

To find out more visit: wwf.panda.org/palmoil